January 23, 2013
Dear ViraSource:
I want to thank you for your great service last year. With your help our studies on
respiratory virus-nerve interactions have progressed nicely. I have been particularly
impressed with the consistency of our results among the different batches of
parainfluenza virus you have provided over the last two years (this has not always been
the case with other virus suppliers).
I also want to personally thank Dr. Farhad Imani for all his help. His 25 years of viral
research experience has proven to be very useful. He has without delay answered my
many virus-related questions via email. He has also helped us with our research design
strategy. We look forward to working with your company for years to come.
Sincerely,

Bradley J. Undem, PhD
Professor of Medicine
The Johns Hopkins Asthma and Allergy Center
5501 Hopkins Bayview Circle
Baltimore, MD 21224, USA
Telephone: 410-550-2160
E-mail: bundem@jhmi.edu
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I am delighted to provide a very enthusiastic testimonial for your company.
Specifically, I have benefited in two main ways. First, I have received detailed and insightful
consultation about my needs for influenza virus stocks from ViraSource, including invaluable advice
about protocols, quantitation, and best practices. Second, my laboratory has received high-quality,
excellent samples of virus for experimental studies. Even better, these have been shipped very
promptly and sometimes the same day or the next day in response to an urgent request from our side.
I plan to continue to use ViraSource, and am including them as riders of virus in current and future
projects. I will be glad to recommend ViraSource to any colleague or investigator.
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Best Regards,

•

Les K
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Lester Kobzik, M.D.
Professor of Pathology, BWH & HMS
Director,Molecular & Integrative Physiological Sciences
Dept. of Environmental Health
Harvard School of Public Health
665 Huntington Ave.
Boston, MA 02115
6174322247
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